Transcription activator-like effectors (TALEs) recognize their DNA targets via tandem repeats, each specifying a single nucleotide base in a one-to-one sequential arrangement. Due to this modularity and their ability to bind long DNA sequences with high specificity, TALEs have been used in many applications. Contributions of individual repeat-nucleotide associations to affinity and specificity have been characterized. Here, using in vitro binding assays, we examined the relationship between the number of repeats in a TALE and its affinity, for both target and non-target DNA. Each additional repeat provides extra binding energy for the target DNA, with the gain decaying exponentially such that binding energy saturates. Affinity for non-target DNA also increases non-linearly with the number of repeats, but with a slower decay of gain. The difference between the effect of length on affinity for target versus nontarget DNA manifests in specificity increasing then diminishing with increasing TALE length, peaking between 15 and 19 repeats. Modeling across different hypothetical saturation levels and rates of gain decay, reflecting different repeat compositions, yielded a similar range of specificity optima. This range encompasses the mean and median length of native TALEs, suggesting that these proteins as a group have evolved for maximum specificity.
INTRODUCTION
Transcription activator-like effectors (TALEs) are DNAbinding proteins that belong mainly, but not exclusively, to members of the phytopathogenic genus Xanthomonas (1) (2) (3) . TALEs are injected into plant cells via the type III secretion system of these bacteria, bind to specific host gene promoter sequences, and function as transcriptional activators (1, 2) .
Structurally, TALEs can be divided into three domains: the N-terminal domain (NTD) containing a type III secretion signal; the central repeat region (CRR) responsible for sequence-specific DNA target recognition; and the Cterminal domain (CTD) harboring nuclear localization signals (NLS) and a transcriptional activation domain (AD) (1, 2) . The DNA recognition domain of TALEs is composed of tandem repeats, typically comprising 33-35 amino acids, that interact with individual nucleotide bases in a one-toone correspondence. Although the repeats are very conserved, amino acids in positions 12 and 13 of each repeat, known together as the RVD (repeat variable di-residue), are highly polymorphic. These two residues largely determine the nucleotide specificity of each repeat, such that the sequence of RVDs across the CRR defines the overall target sequence of the protein. This discovery revolutionized the study of TAL effector function by facilitating target identification (4) (5) (6) (7) .
Several crystal structures have revealed molecular details of the TALE-DNA interaction. TALEs form a super-helix that wraps around the major groove of the DNA target site, allowing each repeat to closely interact with the DNA backbone and the nucleotide bases on a single strand. Each repeat is composed of two alpha-helices connected by a loop that contains the RVD (residues 12 and 13). The binding of a TALE around the DNA precisely places the side chain of residue 13 (also known as the base specifying residue) in direct contact with a base, thereby contributing to DNAbinding specificity. The N-terminal domain of TALEs harbors four additional, cryptic repeats (repeats -3, -2, -1 and 0) that play a less specific but crucial role in the DNA interaction (8) (9) (10) (11) . In general, TALEs demonstrate preference for a thymine (T) nucleotide at the 5 position immediately preceding the target site, though other nucleotide types at this '0th' position have been demonstrated to allow binding in certain contexts (12) (13) (14) (15) .
The mechanism of TALE-DNA recognition allows designer TALEs (dTALEs) to be assembled to target DNA sequences of choice. TALE fusion with the FokI nuclease (TALENs) provided the first truly modular, readily customized platform for targeted genetic modification in many organisms (16) (17) (18) (19) . Fusions of TALEs with alternative transcriptional activator domains and repressor domains has yielded targetable, orthogonal regulators of transcription TALEs based on one of these proteins, but spanning a range of lengths, we demonstrate that each additional repeat incorporated in a TALE provides extra binding energy for the target DNA, but that the gain decays exponentially with increasing length. We also show that affinity for non-target DNA increases non-linearly with the number of repeats, but with a slower decay of gain. This results in maximum specificity (the ratio of affinity for target DNA to affinity for non-target DNA) at a length between 15 and 19 RVDs. To extend these results, we modeled the relationship between TALE specificity and the number of RVDs based on our data and varied the parameters of the model that might be expected to change as a function of RVD composition. This revealed that even with different hypothetical RVD compositions, TALEs reach an optimum length for specificity, between 16 and 25 repeats for the variations we modeled. Intriguingly, this range encompasses the mean and median length of TALEs found in nature.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

PthXo1 and AvrHah1 expression constructs
The PthXo1 construct used for the in-well assays, pACEXP31c, has been described (8) . The AvrHah1 construct was made similarly, using AvrHah1-coding sequence from pB-Bam4 (35) , and was designated as pAC-EXP41c. In each, the coding sequence spans from amino acid 127 at the N-terminal end (AARPP. . . ) to the 62nd amino acid after the last (truncated) repeat (. . . TSHRV), and includes an Nterminal 6xHis tag and short linker (MASSHHHHHHSS-GLVPRGSSM).
TAL effector constructs containing different numbers of RVDs
Coding sequence for the dTALEs containing 10, 14, 18, 22 and 26 RVDs were assembled in the backbone vector pGEX6P2-TALE (13) by the Golden-Gate method using our previously described kit (36) , with the last RVD residing within a truncated repeat as in native TALEs. Since this kit was not designed to assemble dTALE constructs encoding fewer than 12 RVDs, the construction of the 10-RVD dTALE was accomplished by mutating the sub-array vector pFUSB (36) to make it directly ligatable to a backbone vector, bypassing co-assembly with pFUSA. That was done by disrupting the 5 Esp3I site using oligonucleotides FR5 (5 -gtcttaagcgtctcaccctctgaccccggaccaag-3 ) and FR6 (5 -cttggtccggggtcagagggtgagacgcttaagac-3 ), followed by insertion of four extra bases near the mutated site using oligonucleotides FR12 (5 -gtgcccccctgaatctgaccccgg-3 ) and FR13 (5 -ccggggtcagattcaggggggcac-3 ) to position the construct in the correct frame. To complete the assembly of the 10-RVD construct, the first nine RVD modules were assembled into the modified pFUSB, then in the second Golden-Gate reaction the resulting plasmid was combined with the last repeat vector pLR-NG and the backbone vector. From pGEX6P2-TALE, the repeat region for each dTALE was used to replace the repeat region for PthXo1 in pAC Exp31c using StuI and BmgBI (8) .
Protein expression and purification
Expression constructs were transformed into Rosetta pLysS (DE3) (Novagen, Madison, WI, USA) cells, and single colonies were grown overnight in 5 ml of LB supplemented with ampicillin (100 g/ml and chloramphenicol 10 g/ml). Cells were spun down, re-suspended in 5 ml of fresh media, and 0.5 ml was used to inoculate 50 ml cultures. Cultures were incubated at 37
• C, and protein expression was induced with 100 M IPTG when OD 600 reached ∼1.0. Protein expression was carried out for 16 h at 15
• C. Cells were harvested at 3220 × g for 10 min, and the pellets were re-suspended in 5 ml of lysis buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 400 mM NaCl and 5% glycerol supplemented with protease inhibitors (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Samples were sonicated on ice, and lysate supernatants were applied onto a 250 l bed volume of TALON resin (Clontech Laboratories, Inc, Palo Alto, CA, USA) pre-equilibrated with lysis buffer. The resin was then washed with 50 ml of lysis buffer, then 30 ml of high salt buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 2000 mM NaCl and 5% glycerol) for displacing pre-bound DNA molecules (30) , and finally an additional 20 ml of lysis buffer. The proteins were eluted with 5 ml of elution buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 400 mM NaCl and 300 mM Imidazole. The eluates were concentrated down to 500 l and dialyzed twice against 1 l of buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 400 mM KCl, 5 mM DTT and 2 mM EDTA. For fluorescence anisotropy, proteins were dialyzed against buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and 400 mM NaCl. Protein concentrations were determined by SDS-PAGE using BSA standards and three different dilutions of each protein. Proteins samples were freshly purified for each experiment.
Binding specificity profiles
The position-dependent DNA binding specificity profiles of PthXo1 and AvrHah1 were determined using a fluorescence-based competition assay that has been previously described in detail (37, 38) . Briefly, for each protein, following purification, 200 l of a 100 nM protein aliquot was added to each well of a 96-well Nickel-NTA 'HisSorb' plate (Qiagen Inc, Valencia, CA). The plates were then incubated at 4
• C for 2 h and then washed four times with 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, and 0.05% Tween-20. For each protein, each well was then incubated with 200 l of a DNA mixture containing 100 nM concentration of a fluorescently labeled 30 base pair DNA duplex that harbored the 'optimal' binding target for that protein (corresponding to the sequence 5 -TGCATCTCCCCCTACTGTACACCAC-3 for PthXo1 and 5 -TTAAACCTAACCAT-3 for AvrHah1) and a 3 M concentration of a single unlabeled competitor DNA duplex. Each such competitor harbored a single base pair substitution relative to the labelled, optimal target site sequence. The plates were again incubated for 2 h at 4
• C and then washed four times with 200 l of TBS (50 mM TrisHCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl).
After the final wash step, 200 l of TBS were added to each well, and the retained fluorescence in each well was measured using a SpectraMax M5/M5e microplate reader (excitation: 510 nm, emission: 565 nm, cutoff: 550). The extent to which the competitor DNA construct reduces the fluorescent signal in each well corresponds to the ability of that DNA sequence to compete for protein binding with the labeled DNA target. Strong retention of the labeled DNA duplex after incubation with the competitor is indicative of a corresponding preference for the original DNA sequence, whereas reduction in the fluorescent signal is indicative of a reduced preference for the original sequence (indicating a lower level of target discrimination between the labeled and unlabeled DNA duplexes). Using this method, the effects of all three possible mismatches (i.e. a G, C or A in place of a wild-type T at position 0, etc.) were assayed at each position across the target site. The entire assay was replicated five times in one parallelized experimental run, using a single common stock of purified protein and a common stock of the fluorescently labeled DNA target site duplex. The averaged fluorescent signal for each competitor DNA target sequence was then converted into a relative association constant (K a ) to the 'optimal' binding site as described (38) . In order to perform that calculation, the affinity of the effector was independently determined using a quantitative electrophoretic mobility shift analysis (EMSA), and the fluorescence competition experiment was augmented with two sets of additional control experiments in which the bound 'optimal' DNA complex competed against unlabeled versions of itself and then with a randomized DNA sequence (to generate limiting values for sequence-specific competition effects).
For each protein, the experiment was repeated a total of three times using independent protein preparations.
Electrophoretic mobility shift assays
The EMSA protocol was adapted from one described previously (30) . The oligonucleotides (Supplementary Table S2) were purchased (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA, USA) as DNA duplexes tagged with a biotin molecule at the 5 end of the reverse strand. The reactions were performed according to the LightShift Chemiluminescent EMSA kit protocol (ThermoFisher Scientific). Briefly, protein-DNA reactions were prepared by mixing 50 pM DNA probe and varying concentrations of protein (0-2000 nM), with the final buffer containing 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT, 2.5% glycerol, 5 mM MgCl 2 , 50 ng/ul Poly-dIdC, 0.05% NP-40, 0.4 mM EDTA and 0.1 mg/ml BSA. The binding reactions were incubated at room temperature for 50 min, mixed 9:1 with 10× sample buffer (25% Ficoll and 2.5 mg/ml xylene cyanol in TE buffer) and 10 l of the total mixture was applied to a 1.3% agarose gel. The gel was run at 110 V for ∼45 min at 4
• C. The separated DNA and protein-DNA complexes were transferred to a positively charged Nylon membrane (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) pre-soaked in 0.5× TBE buffer at 100 V for 30 min at 4
• C. The DNA was cross-linked to the nylon membrane immediately after transfer by placing the membrane facing down on a ChemiDoc imaging system (BioRad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA) and exposing to UV for 12 min. The (biotin-labeled) DNA was detected by chemiluminescence following the manufacturer's protocol. All experiments were replicated at least twice using inde-pendent protein preparations. Data were analysed using the imagelab software (Bio-Rad Laboratories), and the DNA bound fraction (FB) was calculated using the equation FB = DNAB/(DNAB + DNAF), where DNAB is the intensity of the band of DNA bound by protein and DNAF is the intensity of the band of DNA free of protein. The apparent K D (K D,app ) was calculated after fitting the data with single binding isotherms (Hill equation) using Prism 6 (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA, USA).
Fluorescence anisotropy assays
Fluorescence anisotropy assays of TALE-DNA binding were carried out based on a previously described protocol (39) . All probes (Supplementary Table S2 ) were purchased (Integrated DNA Technologies) as double strand DNA with a 6-FAM fluorescent molecule attached at the 5 end of the forward strand. Experiments were performed on a FilterMax F5 plate reader (Molecular Devices, SunnyVale, CA, USA) mounted with 485 nm excitation/535 nm emission filters and polarizers. Measurements for the dTALE interactions with the target DNA were performed in buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1 mg/ml BSA and 1 mM TCEP. For each reaction, a different concentration of the purified protein was mixed in a solution containing 1 nM DNA probe and buffer to a final volume of 160 l. Reactions were incubated for 60 min at 25
• C before measurement. Measurements for the dTALE interactions with the non-target DNA were performed in the same way, and separately using a lower salt concentration (115 mM NaCl). All experiments were replicated at least three times using independent protein preparations. Fluorescence anisotropy data were normalized considering the protein-free reaction signal as zero and the values at the signal saturation as one. To calculate K D,app , the normalized data were plotted against the protein concentration and fitted to a three-parameter dose-response curve using Prism 6 (GraphPad).
RESULTS
The magnitude of the polarity of mismatch tolerance can vary for different TALEs
We initiated our study of the effect of length on specificity by asking to what extent the previously observed polarity of mismatch tolerance (30, 33) holds for the natural TALEs of different lengths, PthXo1 and AvrHah1, containing 24 and 14 RVDs, respectively. For each protein, we evaluated specificity of individual RVDs across the target site using a previously described, fluorescence-based, microtiter plate binding competition assay, in which the protein is immobilized in each well in complex with labeled perfect-match target DNA, and the ability of competitor DNA to displace the fluorescent target is measured. Competitor DNAs represent all possible single base pair substitutions at each position of the target (37, 38) . For PthXo1 ( Figure 1A ), the effects of individual base pair substitutions within the DNA target on overall binding affinity were quite small, in most cases causing <2-fold reduction in affinity, yet they were asymmetric in their amplitude across the target site ( Figure 1A ). Specificity of individual RVDs as a function of position starts of (A) a protein construct containing the DNA recognition domain of PthXo1 (24 RVDs) and (B) one carrying that of AvrHah1 (14 RVDs) for DNA targets with single nucleotide substitutions across the target site compared to the perfect match DNA targets. The plots show in both cases a significant decrease in binding specificity closer to the 3 end of the target site, more readily observed when the relative K a are averaged for all three substitutions (figure insets). This effect is more pronounced for the smaller TALE AvrHah1 than for PthXo1. Error bars represent standard deviation of five technical replicates. Two additional replications of the experiment using independently purified protein preparations yielded similar results.
to decrease slightly starting approximately at position 13, and then decreases more substantially beyond position 18. The observed reduction in DNA sequence discrimination across the final positions approaching the 3 end of the target site corresponds well with the crystallographic structure of PthXo1 bound to its DNA target site (8) . In crystallography, B-factor is an expression of the degree to which the electron density for an atom is spread out, reflecting mobility. In the PthXo1 structure, the average B-factor observed for the backbone atoms in each repeat of the CRR increases in a linear fashion beyond position 19, with the final repeat completely disordered and unobservable in the electron density map (Supplementary Figure S1 ). This increase in the average B-factor at each repeat is also observable in two other TALE-DNA crystallographic structures, AvrBs3 and dHax3 (9,10). In both, the average B-factor increases beyond the first half of the CRR independent of the total number of repeats.
For AvrHah1, a reduction in specificity of individual RVDs N-to C-terminally across the target site was also observed, but in contrast to PthXo1, in which the trend was moderate (correlation coefficient = 0.52), for AvrHah1 the polarity was more pronounced (correlation coefficient = 0.81): mismatches at the beginning of the CRR are much more deleterious to the overall binding of AvrHah1 than they are for PthXo1. We speculate that this difference is due to the greater relative contributions of individual RVDs to AvrHah1 binding affinity than to PthXo1 binding affinity due to AvrHah1 having fewer RVDs overall, such that the polarity effect is more readily apparent. However, the difference might also or instead relate to the different RVD compositions of the two proteins. Although the comparison between these two proteins does not alone resolve the relative contributions of RVD composition versus length, it further generalizes the polarity of mismatch tolerance observed in previous studies (25, 30, 33) , and the variability in magnitude of that effect, as a fundamental property of TALEs. It also quantifies the effect for the PthXo1 protein, on which constructs for the experiments described following are based.
A set of dTALEs and DNA probes to test the effect of repeat number on affinity and specificity
Irrespective of the possible influence of differences in RVD composition at the ends of PthXo1 and AvrHah1, the different trends for the reduction in specificity across the target sites for these proteins support a hypothesis in which the increase in affinity that results from an increase in the number of repeats is nonlinear. In order to quantitatively test this hypothesis, we designed five dTALEs with the number of RVDs systematically increasing from 10 to 26 ( Figure  2A ). For each, the initial 10 RVDs correspond to those of PthXo1 except for the 'NN' at position 1, for which 'NH' was substituted due to its greater specificity toward the nucleotide G (29, 31) . Thereafter, the dTALEs vary in length by blocks of four RVDs, one for each nucleotide, with each block kept constant ('NI HD NH NG') to control for differences in affinity contributed by different RVDs added individually. Target and non-target DNA probes were synthesized as double-stranded oligonucleotides. The target DNA probe contains the thymine (T) at position 0 followed by the perfect-match sequence for the longest dTALE, which because of the initial 10-RVD 'anchor' and subsequent 4-RVD blocks, also serves as target for each of the shorter dTALE constructs; the non-target DNA probe contains the target sequence, with the initial T, completely scrambled ( Figure 2B ). The probes were tagged with either a biotin molecule at the 5 end of the reverse strand or a fluorescein molecule at the 5 end of the forward strand (Supplementary  Table S2 ). This set of dTALEs and DNA probes allowed us to assess the TALE-DNA binding affinity and specificity by electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA, using the biotin-labeled probes) and fluorescence anisotropy (FA, using the fluorescein-labeled probes). The nucleotide sequences flanking the target and non-target DNA sequences were the same within but different across these two methods (Supplementary Table S2 ). 
Binding affinity for target DNA reaches a plateau with increasing number of RVDs
Binding of the dTALEs to target and non-target DNA probes was first analysed by EMSA. All five proteins showed clear differences in their affinities for target versus non-target DNA (Supplementary Figure S2) . K D,app values calculated from band densitometry data span a wide range, increasing with length of the dTALE ( Figure 3A and Table 1) . Surprisingly, however, K D,app does not decrease at a linear rate with increasing number of RVDs. Rather, the relationship between K D,app and number of RVDs closely resembles an exponential decay, in which on average every 1.6 additional RVDs decreases K D,app by half, leveling off at close to 18 RVDs. To test this observed behavior further, we measured affinities by FA. For each dTALE-probe combination, K D,app was estimated by plotting the magnitude of anisotropic change due to complex formation against increasing protein concentration (Supplementary Figure S3) .
Nucleic Acids
The K D,app values obtained are in the same range as those obtained by EMSA (Table 1) . Moreover, as observed in the EMSA experiments, the relationship between the number of RVDs and K D,app follows an exponential decay curve, although with a smaller half-life (1.1 RVDs), indicating an earlier saturation of affinity than observed by EMSA, at closer to 14 RVDs ( Figure 3B ). Taken together, the data consistently indicate that binding affinity indeed increases with the number of RVDs but levels off between 14 and 18 RVDs, i.e. beyond that size range the addition of RVDs does not provide substantial contribution to binding.
These results could explain the substantial difference in the relative impact of 5 mismatches observed between PthXo1 and AvrHah1 (Figure 1) . Based on the EMSA and FA data, one can predict that the K D for an interaction of a shorter TALE like AvrHah1 with DNA would fall within the steepest region of the exponential decay curve, such that any mismatch would be relatively deleterious. In line with this prediction, Streubel et al. showed that TALEs with smaller numbers of RVDs indeed rely more on the contributions of individual RVDs for binding (28) . Given the polarity of mismatch tolerance inherent to TALEs, the deleterious effect would be more pronounced for 5 mismatches. Conversely, for a larger TALE, like PthXo1, the K D would reside in the more level part of the curve, such that overall binding affinity would be influenced less by single mismatches at individual RVDs throughout, and this might dampen the observable polarity effect. To test these predictions further, we performed FA binding assays with the 14-and 26-RVD dTALEs using DNA probes containing two mismatches near either the 3 end or the 5 end of the target sequences (Supplementary Figure S4) . As predicted, mismatches at either end reduced the binding affinity of the interaction with the 14-RVD dTALE to a greater relative extent than they did for the 26-RVD protein (Supplementary Figure S4C ). Somewhat unexpectedly, while the 3 mismatches reduced the affinity by 7-fold for the 14-RVD dTALE and only 2-fold for the 26-RVD dTALE, the difference in effect of the 5 mismatches was not as pronounced, being relatively severe in both cases (15-fold for the 14-RVD dTALE and 12-fold for the 26-RVD one). The data thus actually show a dampening of the polarity effect not for the longer dTALE but for the shorter one, with mismatches at both ends in the latter causing substantial decreases in affinity. In contrast, for the longer dTALE, the marginal impact of the 3 mismatches yet the strong impact of the 5 mismatches amounts to stronger polarity. Here again, we are left to speculate that in the comparison with AvrHah1, the lesser polarity in the longer protein PthXo1 (Figure 1 ) results from differences in the RVD compositions of the two proteins. Yet overall, the data are consistent with the prediction based on the affinity saturation curve that shorter TALEs are impacted to a greater extent by mismatches, and in this context provide evidence that the degree of saturation influences the overall mismatch tolerance.
Regarding the observed affinity saturation itself, and the 5 -3 polarization, which was consistently evident in our data, we surmise that both are consequences of a yet unknown, underlying structural property of TALEs. One possibility is that the binding affinity saturation originates from greater repeat flexibility nearer the protein C-terminus (Supplementary Figure S1) , which in turn might increase the entropic cost of ordering each additional repeat on the 3 end of the DNA target. Previous work showed that two regions of the protein mediate the interaction between TALEs and DNA; the cryptic repeats, located in the N-terminal domain, and the repeats found in the CRR (11, 40) . Interestingly, while the cryptic repeats can bind DNA independently, the CRR can not, suggesting that the cryptic repeats are responsible for the initiation of binding and provide an 'anchor' for the interaction of the CRR with DNA (11, 40) . It is possible that the influence of the binding energy provided by the cryptic repeats diminishes across the array such that the farther away a repeat is from the cryptic repeats the smaller its contribution to binding. As such, a repeat that is very far from the cryptic repeats might act just like the repeats in an 'unanchored' CRR by itself. Another, not mutually exclusive, possibility for explaining the binding affinity saturation is that N-to C-terminally across the CRR, structural associations between repeats and DNA nucleotides become increasingly misaligned, such that the contributions of RVD-nucleotide interactions to the overall binding decrease (41) .
Based on our data, we would predict that increasing the number of RVDs for TALEs that would otherwise have already reached the saturation level for affinity would have negligible impact on activity. This is supported by the results of a reporter gene activation study using TALEs ranging from 15 to 25 RVDs, in which no significant differences in activation were observed (42) . Similarly, in another study, TALENs containing from 10 to 16 RVDs showed no significant differences in activity (34) .
Modelling shows that the contributions of individual RVDs to binding energy vary depending on their position
The size-affinity relationship data prompted us to model individual RVD contributions to binding energy across the TAL effector repeat region. We used the exponential decay equations that describe the size versus affinity relationship (Figure 3 and Supplementary Tables S3 and S4) Figure S5) . This curve reflects the attenuation of the contribution of individual RVDs to binding affinity as distance from the beginning of the CRR increases; it yields an attenuation factor for each RVD position (A n ).
Defining the binding energy provided by the association of a certain type of RVD with its preferred base as G
• RVD-base , the position effect can be modeled by multiplying that binding energy by the attenuation factor, i.e. G
• RVD-base × A n . It is important to note that this attenuation factor is based solely on our select set of dTALEs and could be different for TALEs with different RVD compositions. Nonetheless, the model overall provides a use- ful expression of the dampening of binding energy contribution that occurs as position in the CRR increases, and could serve as a basis for improving prediction and design of TALE specificity. The prediction programs Talvez and PROGNOS incorporate a position correction parameter empirically defined by relaxing individual RVD-nucleotide specificities beyond a certain number of RVDs (43, 44) . In line with our results, the performance of Talvez is improved substantially if the position correction parameter is applied between 15 and 19 RVDs (43).
Binding affinity for non-target DNA also increases nonlinearly with number of RVDs but with a slower decay of gain
Knowing the affinity of DNA binding proteins for both target and non-target sequences enables calculation of their binding specificity, defined as the ratio (45) . Therefore, as a first step toward evaluating the effect of the number of RVDs on specificity of TALEs for their target sequence, we measured the affinity of our five dTALEs for the non-target probe. We used FA for this because it is more sensitive than EMSA; in EMSA, low affinity interactions are susceptible to dissociation during gel electrophoresis and transfer to the membrane. To be consistent with the FA experiments carried out for the target DNA ( Figure  3B ), reactions were performed in the same buffer with the same salt concentration (150 mM NaCl). As before, for each dTALE-probe combination, K D was estimated by plotting the magnitude of anisotropic change due to complex formation against increasing protein concentration (Supplementary Figure S6A ). Similar to the relationship observed for the target DNA, the data show a decrease in K D,app with increasing number of RVDs ( Figure 4A ), resembling exponential decay, but with a slower decay than observed for the target DNA (Supplementary Table S5 ). Positively charged, non-RVD amino acids normally found in TALE repeats have been suggested to provide a stronger contribution than the RVD-nucleotide association to the specific interaction with target DNA (46) . TALE binding to non-target sequences depends highly on the ionic strength of the buffer, suggesting that these charged residues might play a role also in the non-specific interaction of TALEs with DNA (40, 47) . We therefore repeated the FA experiment using a lower salt concentration corresponding to 115 mM NaCl (Supplementary Figure S6B) . Indeed, this change in ionic strength of the buffer resulted in a roughly 10-fold decrease in K D,app for each dTALE-non-target DNA interaction (Table 1 ; Supplementary Figure S7) . However, the overall trend in the effect of number of RVDs on K D,app Tables S5 and S6 ). The binding affinity for the non-target DNA increases with the number of RVDs indicating that each repeat contributes to the binding energy, likely via charged residues present in the repeats.
was the same, fitting an exponential decay curve with slower decay than for the target DNA ( Figure 4B , and Supplementary Table S6 ). Thus, each repeat of the TALE CRR provides additional binding energy to the non-specific interaction, driven by charged residues on the repeats, and as a consequence, longer TALEs have higher non-specific affinity for DNA than shorter TALEs.
The ability of TALEs to bind non-target sequences has been analysed before (11, 47, 48) . Cuculis et al. (47) demonstrated that TALEs search for the target sequence through a 1D diffusion mechanism. By analysing a series of truncations, the authors further showed that the N-terminal region is crucial for TALE nucleation on DNA and that increasing length of the CRR decreases the speed of diffusion. Their data support a model in which both the NTD and the CRR are loosely in contact with the DNA (47) . Our data for the interaction of TALEs with non-target DNA agree with this model. Combined with our observation that larger TALEs bind to non-target sequences with higher affinities than smaller TALEs, the substantial effect of salt concentration on binding that we observed suggests that the interaction between protein and DNA is mediated mainly by electrostatic interactions provided by the additional repeats. In further agreement with this, molecular dynamics studies have suggested that most of the binding energy originates from the interaction of non-RVD residues on each repeat with the DNA backbone (46) . Taken altogether, these studies and our data provide compelling evidence that TALEs bind non-target DNA sequences through both the NTD and the CRR, and that the addition of repeats contributes positively to non-specific DNA binding energy.
TALE specificity increases then declines with increasing number of RVDs
Having determined K D,app for target and non-target sequences for each of the dTALEs (Table 1) , we next calculated the specificity for each using those experimentally determined values,
. Plotting the relationship between specificity and the number of RVDs yielded a roughly Gaussian curve along which specificity increases up to around 15-16 RVDs (15.4 ± 1.1), then diminishes ( Figure 5A ). The same type of relationship was observed when, instead of dividing individual values, the calculation was performed using the exponential decay curves for the non-target and target DNA (Supplementary Figure S8 and Figure 3B ; equations shown in Supplementary Tables S4  and S7 ). In this case, the Gaussian distribution indicated a specificity maximum at closer to 19 RVDs ( Figure 5B ).
To examine whether the behavior exhibited by our dTALEs is a general feature of TALE-DNA binding, we expanded our analysis by modelling, using the following equation to express the exponential decay of the dissociation constant (K D ) of a TALE-DNA interaction,
where N is the number of RVDs, Y 0 is the intersection of the curve with the y-axis, P (for plateau) is the saturation level and k is the rate of decay. We envisioned two possible scenarios. In the first, we assumed that the saturation in affinity observed in our experiments is caused by an intrinsic structural property of TALEs, such as the increasing flexibility or misalignment at increasing distance from the N-terminus discussed above, so that saturation always occurs in the range between 14 and 18 RVDs (as observed in Figure 3A and B). In this scenario, TALEs bearing different RVD arrays would follow a rate of decay (k) similar to that observed for the values obtained by FA and EMSA (Supplementary Tables S3 and S4) , irrespective of RVD composition. Since different types of RVDs contribute with different binding energies, saturation (P) could occur at different levels of affinity, as a function of RVD composition (Figure 6A ). For example, the maximum potential affinity of a TALE containing many weak RVDs at the beginning of the CRR would reach saturation at a higher K D than a TALE bearing many strong RVDs at the beginning of the CRR. To examine the relationship between specificity and number of RVDs in this first scenario, we plotted the ratio of the dissociation constants for non-target and target DNA (
) as a function of both number of RVDs and P ( Figure 6B and Supplementary Table S8 ). For TALEs of the same length, affinity for non-target DNA can be assumed to be constant, irrespective of RVD composition, considering that the RVDs are not likely to participate significantly in the non-specific interaction. Therefore, the parameters for the curves fitting the FA data for target and non-target DNA (Supplementary Tables S4 and S7) were used directly to calculate specificity. The plot reflects a Gaussian distribution with the maximum varying according to both the saturation value (P) and the number of RVDs (N). Across a range of values for P, the specificity reaches its maximum between 16 and 21 RVDs. Also, the plot shows that the lower the saturation value, the higher the specificity.
In the second scenario, we assumed that the rate of decay depends on the RVD composition, such that different RVD compositions result in different points of saturation ( Figure  6C ). For example, strong RVDs at the beginning of the CRR would result in a higher k, with saturation of the affinity at a smaller number of RVDs, while weak RVDs at the beginning of the CRR would result in lower k, with saturation at a higher number of RVDs ( Figure 6C ). As in scenario one, to examine the relationship between specificity and number of RVDs, we plotted the ratio of the dissociation constants for non-target and target DNA (K
), but in this case as a function of number of RVDs and k ( Figure  6D and Supplementary Table S8 ). As before, the relationship of K non−target D to N was assumed to be independent of RVD composition. The results were similar to those for scenario one, with specificity reaching a maximum at between 16 and 25 RVDs across a wide range of rates of decay (k). In this scenario, however, the plot shows that a lower rate of decay causes the specificity to reach a maximum at a larger N ( Figure 6D) .
Thus, in either scenario, each representing a broad expansion of our experimental data using a range of hypothetical values to represent possible effects of RVD composition, specificity increases then diminishes with increasing numbers of RVDs, peaking (using the outer bounds of both scenarios) between 16 and 25 RVDs. Binding assays using an exhaustive set of dTALEs, beyond the scope of this study, would be necessary to discern whether scenario one or two, or a combination, best describes the relationship of specificity to number of RVDs across TALEs of diverse RVD compositions, but since both scenarios demonstrate a specificity maximum within a similar range, we conclude that the behavior we observed using our five dTALEs is generalizable and reflects a fundamental property of TAL effector-DNA interactions. Table S7 ) by manipulating the parameters (rate of decay, k, and dissociation constant at the plateau or saturation level, P) of the exponential decay curves fitting the data for target DNA binding in Figure 3B (Supplementary Table S4 The length distribution of known TALEs in nature suggests selection for maximum specificity Interestingly, the mean and median lengths of 114 native TALEs examined by Boch and Bonas in 2010 (1) (19 and 18 RVDs, respectively) fall within the range of lengths for maximum specificity derived from our results. Updating that analysis, we examined sequences now available for 213 Xanthomonas TALEs (Figure 7) . The lengths are distributed in roughly Gaussian fashion with a mean of 18.5 RVDs and a median of 18 RVDs. This observation suggests that TALEs as a group are subject to length selection to achieve high specificity. The still relatively small number of validated, native TALE-target pairs all contain one or more RVDnucleotide mismatches, in contrast with the target interactions we examined, which were perfectly matching. The presence of mismatches reduces the number of RVDs effectively contributing to the target DNA interaction and might in part explain the presence of natural TALEs with larger numbers of repeats, some as long as 34 RVDs.
CONCLUSIONS
Our finding that TALE specificity peaks then declines with increasing length provides fundamental insight into the nature of TALE-DNA interactions. Also, this finding, and the distribution of TALE lengths in nature, suggest that natural selection can act not only on TALE RVD composition but also on CRR length as a pathogen adapts to activate host genes that promote infection (i.e. disease susceptibility genes), while avoiding any that impede it (e.g. disease resistance genes). Additionally, the results of our study inform the design of TALEs for biotechnology. Though refinements are needed in our understanding of the relationship of RVD composition to the length-dependence of specificity, particularly the effect of RVD composition on rate Table S9 ). The red, vertical, dashed line indicates the mean. The median is 18 RVDs. Asterisks represent the number of RVDs of one or more native TALEs known to contribute to virulence.
of decay and plateau, our results suggest generally that it is important to design TALE-based DNA-targeting proteins with strong RVDs in the N-terminal part of the CRR, since the incorporation of many weak RVDs may not provide enough binding energy (with increasing CRR length) to reach the affinity threshold necessary for functional binding before affinity saturates and specificity decreases. An example in which this might be particularly important is TALEbased visualization of specific genomic loci, where a suitably low fluorescence background might only be achieved by the use of TALE-based probes with relatively short CRRs.
